1. Introduction. Let U" be the unit polydisc in complex zz-space and let H°°(Un) be the linear space of all bounded analytic functions on U". By an extension of a well-known theorem of Fatou, every h in H (Un) has a radial limit which we denote by h +. h+ exists as a function on T", the distinguished boundary of U". T" is an z2-torus and h+ exists almost everywhere in the sense of Haar measure on T". In this paper we study a converse problem of deciding when a function w on T" is of the form w = |A + | for h in H°°(U"). When h exists we shall say the boundary modulus problem is solvable for w.
It is well known that for a nonnegative w in L^ÍT ), which is not the zero function, the boundary modulus problem is solvable for w if and only if log w is in L (T ). For n > 2 it is still necessary that log w be integrable [2, Then there is an f in H<X(U") with w = \f + |2, almost everywhere.
Proof. We may assume that h is not identically zero. Note that w is measurable since it is lower semicontinuous.
Since w x is positive and lower semicontinuous it achieves its greatest lower bound c on T". Thus, almost everywhere, we have 0<c <wx < \\w\\Jh + \-2.
Hence, almost everywhere log c < log wx < log HL -2(log \h + \).
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Being bounded above and below by integrable functions, log w. is also integrable.
We may take c to be 1. log l/l = log |*| + Re(g) = log 1*| + P(log(w1)lA -ds)
Thus the function / is in H (il"). show that log (w)" is integrable, since it is bounded above and below by integrable functions.
(iii) We need only show the p of part (i) must be polynomials under the assumption of part (iii). For this we need only show that H and Z" have only a finite number of points in common, so that H (Tn, H ) consists of polynomials. We assume the contrary and derive a contradiction to the hypothesis of (iii). Proof. We will prove (i) =» (ii) =» (iii) => (iv)=»(i). In particular, w is lower semicontinuous at zQ.
